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Abstract: An experimental study, carried out in laboratory using a triaxial apparatus, proposes to
evaluate the influence of grain size, grain shape and confining stress in fine particles production in
sand specimen subjected to triaxial loading. 16 triaxial tests were conducted on specimens of an
initial density index of 0.90 using the pluviation technique, with three different sands and under
initial confining pressure of 100, 400, 800 and 1200 kPa. The experimental results show that the
fine particles production is considerably affected by confining stresses, even at low values (100
kPa), and also by grain geometry. The experimental results show also that the fine particles
production increase with the strain level during the shearing test.
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1. Introduction
Most reservoirs of oil and gas have a layer of water called natural
formation water in the oil layer. For maximum recovery of oil, an
amount of additional water is usually injected into the reservoir,
which can be associated with hydrocarbon production. In the
case of gas production, water may be condensed water.
Consequently, during oil production, a large amount of water
(one to three barrels per barrel of oil) is produced (Farajzadeh
2004). Reinjection of the water in the reservoir after a number of
treatments and filtration is one of the best ways to remove the
water; this technique was called PWRI (Produced Water Re‐
Injection). This has the great advantage of maintaining the
pressure in the reservoir, which simulates the production of oil
(Li and Wong 2008, Farajzadeh 2004, Al‐Abduwani et al. 2003).
The re‐injection of the produced water in oil reservoirs during
production leads to a change in stress state, which can create
shear bands in the formation. These bands are sources of grain
crushing and creation of fine particles (Nguyen 2012). Crawford
et al. (2004) carried out triaxial tests with different loading paths
on Ottawa sand; they showed that the grain breakage is very
important when the stress path becomes deviatoric. The intensity
of grain crushing depends of stress level, grain resistance, and
shear path (Feda 2002). These phenomena can lead to the
formation of damaged zone causing a significant decrease of the
reservoir permeability around the injectors and the injectivity of
these wells.

Some authors have studied the fine particles production in a
specimen subjected to a high pressure triaxial loading or
oedometer loading (Lee and Farhoomand1967, Hardin and
Asce1985, Chuhan et al. 2002, Dadda et al. 2015). Most of these
studies use size analysis before and after shearing to quantify the
amount of fine particles produced. They showed that the creation
of fine particles after the test changes the particle size
distribution of the tested sand. From these changes of the grain
size distribution and using the empirical correlations, existing in
literature, relating grain size with permeability (Hazen’s 1911) we
can estimate the new permeability of the soil after test (Lade et
al. 1996).
The evolution of the fine particles production according to the
deformation level of the specimen and the effect of some
parameters such as the size and shape of the grains on the
production of fine particles is currently poorly known. In the
present study, a triaxial test campaign has been carried out on
different types of sand, under different confining stresses to
explore their impact along with the confining stress on the fine
particles production

2. Experimental setting and specimen preparation
2.1 Experimental setup
In this study, a classical triaxial cell has been used. The cylindrical
specimens have a diameter of 100 mm and a height of 200 mm.
The specimen is constituted with sand at density index of 0.90
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Figg. 1. SEM view off the sands studieed: (a) HN34, (b) NE34, (c) HN31.

Fig. 2. (a) Grain size disttribution (b) Poree access size distrribution of the
tested sand
ds.
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2.3 Experimental procedure
In order to validate the hypothesis that attrition and grain
breaking can create fine particles during a triaxial compression
test, we evaluate after the test the amount of fine particles
within the specimen constituted of sand for which particles
smaller than 80 µm have been removed by sieving prior to
testing.
The first step is to carefully wash off the sand of its fine particles.
The sand is first dried in a stove at 105°C for 48h and we then
proceed by sieving it at 80 µm.
In this study the specimens have 200 mm height and 100 mm
diameter and the setting up of the clipped sand is carried out by
pluviation technique which can be considered as the closest
natural deposition process (Benahmed et al., 2004).
In the pluviation technique, the sand is made on flow from a
reservoir whose bottom consists of a grid of a certain opening
(Figure 3). The desired density is achieved by controlling the
height of pluviation (Vaid and Negussey, 1984) and the
deposition intensity (Miura et Toki, 1982). The pluviation height is
the vertical distance between the bottom surface of pluviation
device and the surface of the sand previously filed by pluviation.
To keep a constant height pluviation, it is necessary to constantly
raise the pluviation device during construction of the specimen.
The deposition intensity is the mass of sand falling on a unit of
area per unit of time. It is controlled by the opening of the grid
retaining the sand in the reservoir. For a same pluviation height,
the density of the specimen increases when the deposition
intensity decreases, which means when the opening of the grid
decreases. (Kolbuszewski, 1948; Miura and Toki, 1982; Vaid and
Negussey, 1984; Rad and Tumay, 1987; Levacher et al., 1994;
Benahmed, 2001). It is also noted that with an equal open area,
the outgoing flow of sand can vary as a function of the opening
diameter of the grid holes; it is lower for small diameters.

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of pluviation process with diffuser
(Benahmed, 2001).

To use the device for pluviation for specimen constitution at
controlled density, it is first necessary to perform a
calibrationphase for determining the ascent rate of the engine
and the density index obtained for each used configuration. We
have for this calibration a mould whose interior dimensions are
the same as those of the specimen to construct. Once the grid
opening configuration chosen, the first step is to measure the
speed of movement of sand front in the mould. This speed
corresponds to the speed of the engine rise that we must adopt
in order to keep a constant height pluviation.
For this study, the pluviation height is constant and fixed on 3cm.
The second step is to fill the calibration mould in conditions of
pluviation. This means that the base of the cylindrical body of the
pluviator is placed in the center of the mould at 3cm from the
bottom of the latter. The filling is started by opening the grid and
by simultaneously moving the ascent motor. Once the mould is
filled, the surface is levelled and then one weighs the contents
sand.
The parameter which manages the state density of our specimen
is the density index Id and is defined by the relation (1):
ID =

emax − e
emax − emin

(1)

Where e is the void ratio and emin and emax are respectively its
minimum and maximum values for the considered sand obtained
by ASTM D 4253.
In this calibration we have also used a mixture of Hostun sands
(noticed Hn Mélange) in order to obtain a wider grain size
distribution, keeping d50 equal to that of HN31. The obtained
results for the four sands are shown in the graph of Figure 4 and
represent the density index according to the deposition intensity.
It appears first of all that it is possible, by this technique, to
sweep a broad density index range (0.35 to 1) and one can access
through this technique to density indices more difficult to obtain
by conventional compaction methods.

Fig. 4.Calibration curves of the density index obtained by pluviation for
used sands.
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We notice that at a constant deposition intensity, the density
index of NE34 sand is higher than that of HN34 sand. These two
sands have the same size and are distinguished by the
angularityof their grains. We can then assume that the rounded
grains of NE34 offer less resistance to the rearrangement of
grains during the deposition phase and permit to obtain a higher
density index.
In this study the specimen is sheared, as in a standard triaxial
test, at a constant strain rate of 0.25%/min to a maximum axial
strain of18%. At the end of the test, the sheared sand specimen is
collected and dried in a stove at 105°C for 48h before being
sieved a second time at 80µm.
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2.4 Experimental program
In the present study, tests were performed on Fontainebleau
sand and two different cuts of Hostun sand under four confining
stresses. The table 2 summarizes the characteristics of all tests
performed.

Fig. 5. Shear curves for four sands (HN31) under different confining
pressures (100 kPa, 400 kPa, 800 kPa, 1200 kPa).

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Mechanical behavior
Figure 5 shows a typical result of evolution of the stress deviator
according to the axial strain for four values of confining pressure
(100 to 1200 kPa) for HN31 sand. The specimens of sand have the
same density index of 0.90 and are sheared to a maximum axial
strain of 18%. We observe a classical type of response with quasi‐
linear stress evolution at low strains, followed by a nonlinear
evolution up to maximum deviatoric. We observe then a
softening phase during which the deviator decreases slowly. The
curves end with a sharp fall in the deviator corresponding to a
phase of strain localization.
In general, during shearing, the phase of locating and softening
may be accompanied by the development of a well‐defined shear
plane inside the specimen in which the grains can slide over each
other (Figure 6). The peak and ultimate friction angles are
evaluated from these curves equal to ϕmax = 37.3° and ϕult = 34°.
The evaluated values do not differ much for the other sand types,
which can be attributed to the fact that the relative density and
the mineralogy of the grains are the same for al specimens.
Table 2. Characteristics of tests.
Sand

σ’c(kPa)

Final axial strain (%)

NE34
NE34
NE34
NE34
HN31
HN31
HN31
HN31
HN34
HN34
HN34
HN34
HN34
HN34
HN34
HN34

100
400
800
1200
100
400
800
1200
100
400
800
1200
800
800
800
800

18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
0
5.5
11
18

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Typical photographs of specimens (a) before test and (b) after test,
under confining pressure of 100 kPa.

Figure 7 shows the evolution of the volumetric strain according to
the axial strain. Volumetric strain curves have the same general
appearance which can be divided into two phases: a first
contracting phase where the volumetric strain decreases and a
dilatant phase during which the specimen expands.
3.2 Comparison of the production of fine particles for different
sands
Figure 8 presents a synthesis of the results in term of fine
particles production for the three sands sheared under confining
stresses from 100 kPa to 1200kPa. We observe that the mass of
fine particles produced increases with the confining pressure.
This result can be interpreted quite intuitively by the fact that the
grains are pushed against each other by a superior stress as the
confining stress increases, and consequently more subject to
attrition and breaking. This increase is very low for Fontainebleau
sand NE34 and much more significant for Hostun sands for which
the fine particles production rate can be fifteen times higher than
for Fontainebleau sand.
Hostun sand grains (HN34, HN31) present in the surface
asperities which are fragile parts much more likely to break
during shearing. On the contrary, Fontainebleau sand grains are
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that is even more important when the shear band is imposed
(from 5.5% of axial strain). It’s interesting to note that these fine
particles are the source of the decrease on the permeability in
the sand specimen subjected to a triaxial test (Feia et al. 2016).
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Fig. 7. Volumetric deformation curves for four sands (HN31) under
different confining pressures (100 kPa, 400 kPa, 800 kPa, 1200 kPa).
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Fig. 8. Rate of fine particles created for different sands under four
confining pressures.

(b)

sub‐rounded and do not show any particular sensitivity. This has
been verified on a view in a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)
of fine particles created for Hostun sand and Fontainebleau sand
(Figure 9). We can also observe that the HN31 sand (d50 =320
µm), coarser, presents a production of a smaller amount of fine
particles then HN34 sand (d50 =207 µm). This can be attributed to
the fact that the production of fine particles by attrition is related
to the number of contact points between the grains of sand in
the specimen.
3.3 Evolution of the fine particles production

o 0%: just after the consolidation phase.
o 5,5% and 11% corresponding respectively to the half and
the maximum values of deviatoric stress
o 18% corresponding to the maximum deformation reached
The Figure 10 presents the evolution of the fine particles
production according to the axial strain. It is observed that the
production of fine particles is evenly distributed during the test
even if it is slightly accelerated from 5% of axial strain. We
deduce that the phenomenon of attrition in the origin of this fine
particles production is present from the beginning of shear and

(c)
Fig. 9.SEM view of the fine particles created (a) HN34, (b) NE34, (c) HN31.
Masse of fine created / Masse of sample (%)

A series of triaxial tests was conducted to follow the evolution of
the fine production during the shear phase. Four tests have been
carried out on the HN34 sand consolidated under 800 kPa. The
tests are interrupted at different steps corresponding to key
values of axial strain (Figure 5):
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Fig. 10. Rate of fine particles created for different levels of axial strain
under 800 kPa of confining stress.
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4. Conclusion
This article includes a presentation of the results of a study in
laboratory about the fine particles production in sand specimens
during a triaxial test. In this study, we tested three different
sands, Fontainebleau sand (NE34) and two cats of Hostun sand
(HN34, HN31), which allow to study the effect of grain shape
(NE34 vs HN34) and grain size (HN34 vs HN31) on fine particles
production. The tests were carried out on specimens with initial
density index of 0.90 using pluviation technique, under four
confining stresses 100, 400, 800, 1200 kPa. The results showed
that the production of fine particles is not only influenced by the
confining stress value, but by the grain geometry as well. Thus, it
is showed that the asperities of angular grains and the number of
contact points between grains both benefit the fine particles
production. The measurement of the fine particles in different
axial strain level showed that it is evenly distributed during the
test.
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